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Abstract

This paper presents a region-adaptive self-supervised deep learning (RASSDL)

technique for high dynamic range (HDR) image tone mapping. The RASSDL

tone mapping operator (TMO) is a convolutional neural network (CNN) trained

on local image regions that can seamlessly tone map images of arbitrary sizes.

The training of RASSDL TMO is through the design of a self-supervising target

that automatically adapts to the local image regions based on their information

contents. The self-supervising target is designed to ensure the tone-mapped

output achieves a balance between preserving the relative contrast of the original

scene and the visibilities of the fine details to achieve faithful reproduction of

the HDR scene. Distinguishing from many existing TMOs that require manual

tuning of parameters, RASSDL is parameter-free and completely automatic.

Experimental results demonstrate that RASSDL TMO can achieve state-of-the-

art performance in terms of preserving overall contrasts, revealing fine details,

and being free from visual artifacts.
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1. Introduction

A wide dynamic range of luminance can be found in real-world scenes, which

significantly exceeds the captured range by imaging devices [1]. We can capture

and record radiance maps of real-world scenes accurately and conveniently be-

cause of the technology of bracketed exposure fusion [2] and high dynamic range5

(HDR) image encodings [3]. However, most monitors have a limited dynamic

range and cannot reproduce the information recorded in HDR radiance maps

directly. Therefore, tone mapping operators (TMOs) are required to transform

HDR radiance maps into standard dynamic range (SDR) images to fit the dy-

namic range of monitors and preserve the main visual information.10

Tone mapping is still a problem worth investigating, especially in the case

of recent developments in the display technology and image processing based

on deep learning. First, HDR display systems have developed rapidly, such as

Dolby Vision. The corresponding HDR monitors also have a higher dynamic

range of up to 105 [1]. However, compared with the dynamic range of 1014 in15

real-world scenes, the dynamic range of HDR monitors remains insufficient to

directly show HDR images. Thus, HDR contents must be tone mapped to fit the

dynamic range of display monitors, and tone mapping is still a critical part of

the pipeline of HDR image reproduction. Second, as a highly coupled problem

with tone mapping, inverse tone mapping (ITM), which is the inverse task of20

tone mapping has developed rapidly with the help of deep learning [4, 5]. In

these works, TMOs are essential to obtain a robust ITM network by generating

SDR-HDR training pairs. Specifically, the method in [5] utilizes four TMOs to

acquire a variety of input SDR images for training with the aim of enabling

them to work well with the real SDR images when tested. Thus, TMOs can25

also help in improving the performance of ITM algorithms. Third, existing

TMOs have some limitations in solving the problem of tone mapping. For most

traditional tone mapping methods, seeking the most appropriate parameter for

each input can be inconvenient and tedious because of the parametric sensitivity
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[6, 7]. The state of the art (SOTA) RanaTMO tackles the issue by utilizing the30

powerful performance of deep learning [8]. However, the limitations of target

selection would restrict the power of the network in RanaTMO. In comparison,

self-supervised learning has great potential to give a better solution for tone

mapping, as illustrated in this paper.

In recent years, deep learning methods have achieved considerable success35

in many traditional image processing problems [9, 10], which also include tone

mapping [11, 8]. However, tone mapping is a task without ground truth, while

deep learning generally requires a large amount of label data to train the net-

works in a supervised manner. In the SOTA method [8], researchers have em-

ployed mapping results from traditional TMOs as learning targets. Specifically,40

the authors first adopt multiple traditional TMOs to produce various results

using their default settings. Then for a given HDR image, the result with the

highest Tone Mapped Image Quality Index (TMQI) [12] score is selected as the

corresponding target. The conditional generative adversarial network (cGAN)

is employed in [8] to enforce the generated SDR images to be statistically con-45

sistent with the target images to produce overall good results. However, forcing

an image to take up the statistics of a group of images may cause the image to

lose local characteristics. The TMQI metric is also not as perfect as the human

visual system. Some selected targets cannot retrieve all the local details, which

would restrict the performance of the network.50

In this paper, we present a region-adaptive self-supervised deep learning

(RASSDL) technique for tone mapping. Different from the target selection in

[8], the proposed algorithm automatically generates the appropriate learning

targets for each training patch separately, avoiding the situation that target

images have a good overall visual performance but lose local details. For each55

training patch, our method generates its two learning targets through linear

mapping (LM) and histogram equalization mapping (HEM). The motivation

for the application of the two mappings can be derived from their success in

HDR tone mapping studies [13, 14]. Such methods regard tone mapping as a

quantization problem. They optimize a two-term cost function where one term60
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stipulates that the histogram of output image should be similar to that of LM,

and the other encourages the histogram of the output image to be close to that of

HEM. They offer users the flexibility of rendering images with various degrees

of contrast from LM (contrast preserving) to HEM (contrast maximization).

The degree of contrast is controlled by the balance parameter in the two-term65

cost function. However, the selection of parameters still relies heavily on the

judgement of users in these works. To tackle this issue, we propose to calculate

the adaptive parameter according to the information contents of each training

patch. Based on the adaptive parameter, the network can be trained to adap-

tively map different local areas in HDR images. The major contributions of this70

paper are summarized as follows:

1) We propose a RASSDL TMO, whose learning target is generated directly

from training patches rather than selected from multiple tone-mapped

results according to the TMQI metric. In this way, we can release the

limitation of the previous target selection in [8].75

2) We explore the parameter selection that controls the degree of contrast,

and propose to calculate the adaptive parameter according to the informa-

tion contents of training patches. Therefore, the RASSDL TMO can auto-

matically adapt to the local image region and ensure the output achieving

a balance between preserving the original contrast and visibility of fine80

details.

3) We provide the quantitative and qualitative comparisons between RASSDL

TMO and several existing TMOs in three datasets. The experiments can

demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed method.

2. Related Work85

Generally, HDR radiance maps are generated by merging bracketed exposure

SDR images. The relative luminance of real-world scenes is recorded in a 32-

bit floating-point format. Such information can only be displayed correctly
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on a conventional display by tone mapping, and a variety of TMOs have been

proposed. In this section, we give a quick review of these tone mapping methods.90

2.1. Traditional Methods

Traditional TMOs can be roughly divided into global and local methods.

Global methods use a monotonic mapping function to transfer the luminance

between HDR and SDR images. Tumblin and Rushmeier [15] and Ward [16]

are the pioneers of the global TMOs. The method in [15] aims to match the95

perceived brightness between tone-mapped images and real-world scenes, while

the method in [16] aims to match the perceived contrast between the result and

the scene. Later, Larson et al. [17] propose a histogram adjustment technique

based on the population of local adaptation luminance in an image and the

idea is refined according to human contrast sensitivity. Pattanaik et al. [18]100

also present an approach simulating the time-dependent local adaptation of

the human visual system. Drago et al. [19] propose an adaptive logarithmic

mapping algorithm to adjust the logarithmic function according to the different

brightness. Reinhard et al. [20] model a fast and intuitive TMO based on

photoreceptors to mimic physiological response. Qiu et al. [13] propose a global105

TMO based on the solution that optimizes a two-term cost function of LM and

HEM. More recently, Mantiuk et al. [21] weight the contrast distortion based on

the model of the human visual system and propose a method that can minimize

visible contrast distortions for different output devices. In addition, some self-

optimization-based methods have been proposed to design individual function110

for each input image [22, 23, 24]. Generally, these methods are computationally

efficient and usually without artifacts. However, they would severely damage

local details because of the use of a single compression curve for the entire image.

In contrast, local methods focus more on preserving local contrast. Chiu

et al. [25] first introduce the concept of local adaption for tone mapping and115

propose a spatially nonuniform scaling function. Reinhard et al. [26] utilize

an approach to reproduce the local contrast of high contrast images based on

the well-known photographic practice of dodging and burning. Fattal et al.
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[27] propose an algorithm based on the manipulation of the gradient field of

the luminance component in the logarithmic domain. Furthermore, Duan et al.120

[14] propose a TMO based on histogram adjustment of local regions plus a post-

processing step to remove blocking artifacts between independently processed

local regions. Additionally, several local methods decompose an image into a

base and a detail layer [28], and then compress the base layer or/and enhance

the detail layer. Durand et al. [29] propose one of the pioneer methods using this125

strategy, and introduce a bilateral filter to decompose the image. Farbman et al.

[30] propose a weighted least square filter, which achieves an excellent smoothing

effect with the strong edge-preserving property. More recently, Liang et al. [31]

propose a hybrid l1-l0 decomposition model to address the problems of halo

artifacts and over-enhancement. However, to use these methods for different130

images, users usually need to adjust the parameters manually to find the best

subjective quality output.

2.2. Deep-Learning Methods

Recently, deep learning has been applied for an increasing number of HDR

tasks, such as inverse tone mapping for images [4, 5] or videos [32]. Specific135

ground truths for these tasks can be found, while tone mapping is a task with-

out ground truth. Thus, the key issue utilizing deep learning for tone mapping

is to solve the problem of the learning target. Gharbi et al. [33] hired five

experts to tone map images manually by using Adobe Lightroom and acquired

corresponding learning targets. Based on these data, they propose a deep bilat-140

eral tone mapping method, but it works only for 16-bit linear images and not

suitable for conventional 32-bit HDR images. In comparison, Hou et al. [34]

propose a deep TMO working for each given HDR image at a time. They intro-

duce a perceptual loss that ensures the perceptual consistency between output

SDR and input HDR images. More recently, Patel et al. [11] and Rana et al. [8]145

select learning targets from several tone-mapped results according to the TMQI

metric, and propose the TMO based on generative adversarial network.
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3. RASSDL Tone Mapping Operator

3.1. Overall Workflow

Based on existing literature on tone mapping, the overall workflow of our150

method consists of the following steps. First, we extract the luminance channel

of the HDR image. Second, we adopt the logarithmic function presented in [14]

to process the HDR radiance map and obtain a preliminary result P. However,

when displayed on monitors, the preliminary result P is with low contrast and

limited details. Thus, appropriately preserving the details of P in the third155

step, which is the focus of this work, is essential. In this step, we train a

convolutional neural network (CNN) based on region-adaptive self-supervised

learning. We can obtain an SDR result for the luminance component of the

input HDR image by using the trained network. Finally, we restore the color

information and obtain the final result by following the protocol in [27].160

3.2. Region-Adaptive Self-Supervised Learning

We train a network with image patches to enable a region-adaptive model

by taking advantage of the convolution operation and rich internal representa-

tion features of CNN. For each training patch, we generate two targets from

the preliminary result P by LM and HEM. In this section, we introduce the165

rationality of selecting LM and HEM, and describe the details of our method.

3.2.1. Linear Mapping and Histogram Equalization Mapping

The selection of LM and HEM derives from the successful application of HDR

tone mapping [35, 36, 13, 14]. In these works, authors regard the tone mapping

task as a quantization problem, and consider how to quantize the preliminary170

result P. Before quantization, the preliminary result P still contains the same

amount of information as the original HDR images. However, the image will lack

some local details when displayed on monitors, and the reason is linear mapping

(quantization). In this case, the range of P is divided into 256 equal intervals,

and pixels in the same interval are compressed to the same value with the format175

of an eight-bit unsigned integer. For some intervals with densely distributed
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Figure 1: Different mapping results of an example “leaf”. (a) denotes the result of LM,

(f) denotes the result of HEM, and (b)-(e) are the results of mappings that are somewhere

between LM and HEM.

Figure 2: Different mapping results of an example “angel”. (a) denotes the result of LM,

(f) denotes the result of HEM, and (b)-(e) are the results of mappings that are somewhere

between LM and HEM.
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pixels, LM would compress a large number of pixels, resulting in the loss of local

details. Figs. 1 (a) and 2 (a) show the leaf and the angel are not clear because of

the loss of details. In contrast, histogram equalization mapping could consider

the distribution characteristics and preserve local details. In this case, the range180

of P is also divided into 256 intervals, and the same number of pixels would be

assigned to each interval. Thus, HEM can fully utilize the display levels, but

it is likely to introduce the exaggeration of contrast. In Figs. 1 (f) and 2 (f),

we can see more details because of the contrast maximization. However, the

scenes also look a little unnatural. In conclusion, LM could preserve the relative185

contrast to keep the naturalness but would lose local details, while HEM could

maximize the contrast to hold the details but would cause artifacts, such as over-

enhancement. Fortunately, the drawbacks of LM and HEM can be compensated

by one another. To achieve the desired result, an appropriate mapping should

be somewhere between LM and HEM, which has been demonstrated in [35, 36,190

13, 14]. For example, the images from (b) to (e) in Figs. 1 and 2 are the results

of mappings somewhere between LM and HEM. In these two figures, compared

with the result (a) of LM and the result (f) of HEM, the result (c) or (d) may

be the best result that is with rich details and looks natural at the same time.

Based on this principle, we derive self-supervising signals to train the CNN for195

HDR image tone mapping by balancing LM and HEM. However, the selection

of trade-off parameters to balance LM and HEM is generally empirical and not

fully investigated. In this study, we propose to calculate an adaptive parameter

based on the information contents of training patches, and control the model

adapted to different local regions.200

3.2.2. Loss Function

In self-supervised learning, a supervising signal is driven from the input itself,

which does not require to label the target manually [37]. Based on the above

discussion, the target (or supervising signal) of an HDR input patch should

be a combination of a linearly mapped SDR patch Tlinear and a histogram205

equalization mapped SDR patch Tequalized. Following the works in [13, 14], the
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cost function for training the CNN can be defined as a linear combination of

Llinear and Lequalized:

Loverall = (1− α)Llinear + αLequalized, (1)

where α is a controlling parameter between 0 and 1, and Llinear and Lequalized

are defined as follows:210

Llinear = ‖V GG(O)− V GG(Tlinear)‖22 , (2)

Lequalized = ‖V GG(O)− V GG(Tequalized)‖22 , (3)

where V GG(·) means the VGG16 network function to extract deep features,

|| · ||2 takes the Euclidean distance, and O is the network output. Rather than

utilizing MSE loss to encourage the pixels of output to match the pixels of

learning targets, we instead adopt the perceptual loss in [38] to minimize the215

difference between the output and the target in terms of the features extracted

from the pre-trained VGG16 network [39]. The VGG network does not only

capture the low-level image features, such as edges but also extracts the high-

level semantic information. In this way, the VGG perceptual loss can help the

network to rectify the artifacts that damage the perceptual quality of outputs.220

Thus, the network can better preserve image semantics and yield a more natural

result. For example in Fig. 3 (a), the result trained with MSE loss faces the

problem of a little over-enhancement, especially the flower with rich details. In

comparison, the flower in Fig. 3 (b) looks more natural, and the removal of

noise can be visualized explicitly.225

3.2.3. Estimation of Adaptive Parameter

According to Eq. (1), the balance of the two terms is controlled by α. For

various training patches, the value of α should vary based on the information

contents of patches. Two typical example patches are illustrated in Fig. 4,

where A is a smooth patch with low information contents. If A is mapped230

by histogram equalization, noises and artifacts would appear, as shown in Fig.

4 (c). Thus, for patch A, we prefer the result to resemble a linearly mapped
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: A comparison between MSE loss and VGG perceptual loss, (a) denotes the result

trained with MSE loss and (b) denotes the result trained with VGG perceptual loss.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 4: Two examples of LM and HEM. (a) Patch A in P, (b) Result from LM on A, (c)

Result from HEM on A, (d) Patch B in P, (e) Result from LM on B, (f) Result from HEM

on B.

version more, as shown in Fig. 4 (b). In contrast, patch B contains rich details,

and has higher information contents. If we linearly map B, the details cannot

be revealed well, as shown in Fig. 4 (e). Thus, we prefer the result to be more235

similar to the histogram equalization mapped version for B, as shown in Fig. 4

(f). In other words, we would like to set a larger α for the patch with higher

information contents, and vice versa.

According to the information theory, a uniformly distributed signal contains

the highest amount of information. Therefore, we can use the uniform distribu-240

tion as the benchmark to measure the information of local patches. Specifically,

we calculate the local statistical property by the KL divergence, also known as
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relative entropy, between the patch histogram and the uniform distribution:

θ =

N∑
n=1

Unlog(
Un

Hn
), (4)

where N = 256 is the number of histogram bins (note that N can take any

other number, we use 256 for convenience), Hn is the n-th bin of the normalized245

histogram, and Un is the n-th bin of the normalized uniform distribution. The

KL divergence is smaller for a patch with higher information contents. In other

words, a smaller value of θ means more image details of the corresponding patch.

Taking patches in Fig. 4 as an example, the value of θ for patch A is 12.2965,

and that for B is 8.6687. Patch B has a smaller θ than A, implying that patch250

B is more informative than patch A.

We propose to softly classify the patches from P into two categories to quan-

titatively investigate the relationship between θ and α. One category consists of

smooth patches, e.g., patch A. The other category consists of patches with rich

details, e.g., patch B. We use logistic regression to softly classify the two cate-255

gories. By a simple form of the logistic function, we formulate the relationship

between θ and α as follows:

α = k × 1

1 + e(θ+a)×b
, (5)
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where θ means the information content calculated in Eq. (4), k is a proportional

coefficient and we empirically set it to 0.7. a controls the threshold that classifies

two categories, and b controls the steepness of logistic function. To estimate a260

and b, we randomly selected 100 images in the Funt database [40], and then

randomly sampled 20 patches from the preliminary result P of each image.

Then, we manually classified them into two categories. Specifically, we invited

10 subjects, including five males and five females, to participate in the work.

First, we acquired two results of 2000 patches by LM and HEM, resulting in265

2000 data pairs. Then, the 10 subjects were required to select the better result

in each pair, and we recorded the selection number of each image. In each pair,

the selection number of the winning result significantly surpasses that of another

result, which is supported by at least 80 percent of subjects. In other words,

if a pair contains Patch1 and Patch2, at least eight subjects select Patch1270

or Patch2 as a better result. Therefore, we selected the mapping of the better

result as a manual label and obtained the classification label of 2000 patches. We

can further obtain the distributions of θ in these two categories by polynomial

regression by collecting the value of θ for these patches, as shown in Fig. 5.

According to the intersection point and the shape of the two distributions, we275

can obtain that the value of a is -10.7 and the value of b is 1.5. For different

image sets, the values of a and b might vary to some extent. For content-specific

images, readers can collect representative samples for themselves to estimate a

and b. In this paper, we fix a and b for all the tests.

3.3. Network280

The architecture of the network is shown in Fig. 6, which contains eight

convolution layers, four batch normalization layers, and seven activation layers.

Each convolution layer is expressed by “Conv channels kernel stride padding”

in Fig. 6. Specifically, for the corresponding convolution layer, “channels”

means the channel numbers of output, “kernel” means the kernel size, “stride”285

means the stride size, and “padding” means the padding size in the convolution

operation. In the architecture, the first two convolution layers are utilized to
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Figure 6: Architecture of our tone mapping network.

extract features, followed by the ReLU activation. Then, we adopt a long skip

connection to provide the main information, and help the network to intention-

ally learn the residual information. In this way, the network can converge more290

quickly. Fig. 7 shows that after the same iterations, the network with a long

skip connection can generate the desired result, while the network without a

long skip connection needs more iterations to converge. Then, three residual

blocks (ResBlocks) are adopted. Noted that the ResBlock here (green box in

Fig. 6) is a little different from the general ResBlock [41], where the final opera-295

tion is a concatenation rather than an addition. In the network, three ResBlocks

are connected consecutively, which essentially builds a small DenseNet [42] and

maximizes the usage of feature information. Afterwards, the outputs of three

ResBlocks are merged by two convolution layers. In the end, we obtain a lumi-

nance map by using the Sigmoid activation to control the output in the range300

of (0, 1).

In our network architecture, by controlling the stride and padding of the

convolution kernel, the output of each convolution layer has the same size as

the input. In other words, if the input is with a size of H ×W ×C1, the output

will have the size of H×W ×C2. The height and width are the same, while the305

channel number may be changed. In addition to the convolution layer, there

are only batch normalization and activation layers, which cannot change the

size of feature maps. Thus, the height and the width will be unchanged after

14



(a) (b)

Figure 7: A comparison between results of the network (a) within a long skip connection and

(b) without a long skip connection after the same iterations.

(a) (b)

Figure 8: A comparison between offline training and online training. (a) denotes the offline

result, and (b) denotes the online result.

going through the network, which is why our network can work for different

sizes. After training, the RASSDL TMO can be treated as an adaptive filter310

and applied directly for the whole HDR image during the testing phase, instead

of being applied in separate patches that comprise the final results. Thus,

the method can seamlessly tone map images of arbitrary sizes without visual

incoherence, e.g., blocking artifacts.

Generally, offline training needs a large amount of external data for training,315

and then the network is used for testing images. In contrast, online training

only requires self-samples of the testing image for training, and a customized

15



model is trained for a testing image each time. With the help of region-adaptive

self-supervised learning, a more appropriate choice for our method is to adopt

online instead of offline training. Online training by self-samples is capable of320

capturing the properties of input to generate the desired results. If trained of-

fline with external data, the network parameters would be adjusted to minimize

the averaged loss over all the training samples, rather than the loss of a certain

image. Hence, it is difficult for one trained network to provide the most appro-

priate parameters for each input image. A comparison between the offline and325

online training is shown in Fig. 8. For the local area enlarged in the red box,

we can see the relief pattern on the online result in Fig. 8 (b), rather than the

offline result in Fig. 8 (a). The comparison demonstrates that online training

can adjust the network parameter to be more appropriate for a certain input

and obtain better results.330

Online training only requires self-samples and a lightweight network can ac-

quire the desired results compared with offline training that needs large amount

of external data. Online training with a light-weight network has been suc-

cessfully applied in many tasks. For example, in the super-resolution task, the

zero-shot super-resolution (ZSSR) [43] is proposed to exploit the power of deep335

learning without any external samples, and the architecture of ZSSR contains

only eight convolution layers. More recently in the structure-texture decompo-

sition [28], the authors optimize the model with internal data by introducing

structure-aware and texture-aware measures, and the network is designed as

U-net architecture with only eight convolution layers. To explore the impact of340

convolution layers number in our network, we perform to calculate the result by

adding two ResBlocks. Fig. 9 (a) shows that a lightweight network with current

architecture can acquire the desired result. After adding ResBlocks, the result

shown in Fig. 9 (b) has no obvious visual difference from the result shown in

Fig. 9 (a), which demonstrates that the current architecture is enough.345
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: A comparison between results of different architecture. (a) denotes the result of

current architecture with three ResBlocks, and (b) denotes the result of the architecture with

five ResBlocks.

4. Experiments

4.1. Implementation

Online training was used to select the most appropriate model for each in-

put. We implemented the network in PyTorch and trained it using the Adam

optimizer [44]. We empirically set the initial learning rate to 10−4, and adopted350

the cosine annealing schedule [45] to adjust the learning rate. For a given testing

HDR image, we collected the overlapped training patches with the size of 64×64

in a sliding window manner. These self-samples were used to train the network

online. However, online training is slow because the training procedure is in-

cluded in the testing, especially initialized by standard initialization [46]. When355

testing a new image, the network needs to be retrained from a random state,

and time consumed is used mainly for retraining. One strategy is to initialize

the network by pre-training it with external samples to improve the efficiency

of our method. In this way, when testing a new image, the network can be

retrained from a stable state. Though the state is unable to generate the most360

desired results, the initialization can significantly reduce the time consumed for

retraining (Please see Sec. 4.5 for more details). We collected HDR images from

four databases: Fairchild [47], HDR-Eye [48], Anyhere [49], and Stanford-HDRI
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[50]. Because the Fairchild database has the largest number of HDR images

with various scenes, we collected a large number of training patches from it as365

external samples to pre-train our network. Then, the network was initialized

using the parameters from the pre-trained model, and the other three databases

were tested by online training. The code of our method can be found in [51].

4.2. Qualitative Comparisons

We compared our method with 14 classical and state-of-the-art methods:370

ChiuTMO [25], WardTMO [16], LarsonTMO [17], PattanaikTMO [18], Re-

LocalTMO [26], DurandTMO [29], DragoTMO [19], ReGlobalTMO [20], Qi-

uTMO [13], MantiukTMO [21], DuanTMO [14], MaiTMO [22], LiangTMO

[31], and RanaTMO [8]. WardTMO, LarsonTMO, PattanaikTMO, DragoTMO,

ReGlobalTMO, QiuTMO, MantiukTMO, and MaiTMO are global methods,375

while ChiuTMO, ReLocalTMO, DurandTMO, DuanTMO, and LiangTMO are

local methods. To be specific, PattanaikTMO, ReLocalTMO, DurandTMO,

DragoTMO, ReGlobalTMO, MantiukTMO, and MaiTMO are implemented by

using pfstool software [52]; ChiuTMO, WardTMO, and LarsonTMO are im-

plemented by using HDR Toolbox [53]. The codes of remaining methods are380

available in public sources. For all the competitors, we use their default pa-

rameters for testing, instead of manually adjusting parameters for each testing

image. We know that fine-tuning the TMO parameter can acquire better re-

sults, but it is almost impractical because of the large number of testing images

and the vast parameter space of TMOs. RanaTMO is a deep-learning-based385

method that constructs a deep TMO based on the best results of 13 conven-

tional TMOs. In the comparison, we used the same training HDR images in

Farichild as our pre-training to train RanaTMO.

In this paper, we show the results of 6 scenes from 3 different databases. The

visual comparison of Scene1 between our method and 14 competitors is shown390

in Fig. 10. We can see, the results of ChiuTMO, WardTMO, LarsonTMO,

PattanaikTMO, and ReGlobalTMO are worse than other results. For the re-

maining results, though the global views of results in Fig. 10 appear to be
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good, our method can achieve the best balance between revealing fine details

and naturalness preservation. We highlight two local regions in the blue and red395

boxes to better visualise the results. ReLocalTMO, DurandTMO, DragoTMO,

QiuTMO, MantiukTMO, MaiTMO, and LiangTMO cannot well preserve the

image details, as highlighted in the blue boxes in Figs. 10 (e), (f), (g), (i),

(j), (l) and (m). Moreover, as shown in the red box of Fig. 10 (k), the result

of DuanTMO suffers from blocking artifacts. Moreover, the local contrast of400

RanaTMO is relatively low, e.g., the wooden board with a cow in the red box

of Fig. 10 (n) is not well distinguished from the background, which may be due

to the use of cGAN to force the output to be statistically consistent with all the

training images as a whole rather than focusing specific local characteristics. By

adapting to local regions based on their information contents and balancing the405

contrast preserving LM and detail enhancing HEM, our method can preserve

more details without introducing artifacts. More visual comparisons of the other

five scenes are shown in Figs. 11-15. ChiuTMO usually generates artifacts, and

the results look unnatural. WardTMO and ReGlobalTMO have the most lim-

itations to adapt to various inputs. They can generate normal results in the410

Anyhere database but over-exposure results in the other two databases. The

results of LarsonTMO and PattanaikTMO easily lose details in bright and dark

areas. The blocking artifacts easily appear in the results of DuanTMO because

the fixed parameter is not suitable for each input in its post-processing step.

Other methods can yield stable results; however, they are not capable of well415

preserving local details when compared with our method. For example, we can

see more details in the left-up parts of Scene3 and the center parts of Scene5

of our results. In addition to the preserved details, our method can also well

preserve the naturalness. From Scene1 to Scene6, our results do not suffer from

obvious damaging artifacts. The brightness changes are also similar to those in420

real-world scenes perceived by human beings. Our results of various scenes from

different databases demonstrate that the proposed method is robust and highly

competitive.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

Figure 10: A visual comparison of Scene1 from the HDR-Eye database. In each sub-figure,

the larger highlighted blocks are the enlarged sub-image of the corresponding smaller blocks.

(a) ChiuTMO, (b) WardTMO, (c) LarsonTMO, (d) PattanaikTMO, (e) ReLocalTMO, (f)

DurandTMO, (g) DragoTMO, (h) ReGlobalTMO, (i) QiuTMO, (j) MantiukTMO, (k) Du-

anTMO, (l) MaiTMO, (m) LiangTMO, (n) RanaTMO, (o) Ours.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

Figure 11: A visual comparison of Scene2 from the HDR-Eye database. The methods of

(a)-(o) are the same as those of (a)-(o) in Fig. 10
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

(i) (j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

Figure 12: A visual comparison of Scene3 from the Anyhere database. The methods of (a)-(o)

are the same as those of (a)-(o) in Fig. 10
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

Figure 13: A visual comparison of Scene4 from the Anyhere database. The methods of (a)-(o)

are the same as those of (a)-(o) in Fig. 10.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

Figure 14: A visual comparison of Scene5 from the Stanford-HDRI database. The methods

of (a)-(o) are the same as those of (a)-(o) in Fig. 10.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

(m) (n) (o)

Figure 15: A visual comparison of Scene6 from the Stanford-HDRI database. The methods

of (a)-(o) are the same as those of (a)-(o) in Fig. 10.
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4.3. Quantitative Comparisons

We used the TMQI [12] score, the Blind Tone-Mapped Quality Index (BT-425

MQI) [54] score, and the mean opinion score (MOS) as quantitative evaluation

criteria to further demonstrate the high-quality mapping capability of RASSDL

TMO on three databases. TMQI is a widely accepted evaluation in the tone

mapping task. It evaluates the structure fidelity and naturalness of tone-mapped

images initially. Then, two measures are combined to yield a final score ranging430

from 0 to 1. Larger values indicate better qualities of tone-mapped results, and

vice versa. Table 1 illustrates the mean TMQI scores on each database, and the

highest scores are highlighted in bold. Meanwhile, the mean structure fidelity

and mean naturalness evaluated in TMQI are also shown in Tables 2 and 3, re-

spectively. Our method achieves the highest TMQI scores on the HDR-Eye and435

Anyhere databases, and the score on the Stanford-HDRI database is also highly

competitive. Our method is shown to be capable of generating stable and high-

quality results. Furthermore, LarsonTMO achieved the highest structure fidelity

score on three databases. However, the naturalness score of LarsonTMO is not

very high, and thus, LarsonTMO could not obtain the highest TMQI score. In440

comparison, our method achieves the highest naturalness score on the HDR-Eye

and Anyhere databases, MantiukTMO achieved the highest naturalness score

on the Stanford-HDRI database. Additionally, our method and MantiukTMO

can acquire a relatively high score of structure fidelity. Therefore, both our

method and MantiukTMO can obtain a higher TMQI score than LarsonTMO.445

Based on the comparisons of Tables 2 and 3, it can be demonstrated that our

method can well preserve local details and naturalness at the same time, which

is the reason for our method being able to acquire good scores on the TMQI

metric.

A little different from the TMQI metric, the BTMQI metric is a no-reference450

measurement to evaluate tone-mapped images from three aspects: information

amount, naturalness, and structure preservation. The most difference is the

consideration of information amount. According to the information theory, BT-

MQI utilizes information entropy to measure the information amount of tone-
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mapped results. A better tone-mapped image should contain more information455

of the original HDR image and generally be of a larger entropy. In addition, the

smaller value means the better quality of tone-mapped results for the BTMQI

metric. The BTMQI scores are illustrated in Table 4, and the highest scores

are highlighted in bold. We can see that our method achieves the two highest

scores on the HDR-Eye and Anyhere databases, and achieves a relatively high460

score on the Stanford-HDRI database. The comparisons further demonstrate

the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed algorithm. We also observed

that both TMQI and BTMQI scores of many TMOs are very close and compet-

itive in the Stanford-HDRI database. We attributed this to the relatively low

dynamic range of the Stanford-HDRI database. The mean dynamic range of465

the Stanford-HDRI database is 8.6667 f-stops, while the mean dynamic ranges

of the HDR-Eye and Anyhere databases are 12.0625 f-stops and 14.7429 f-stops,

respectively. Thus, tone mapping methods can generate high-quality results

more easily in the Stanford-HDRI database.

MOS score can quantitatively represent the visual quality. For our MOS470

experiments, a total of 30 subjects participated in the test, including 18 males

and 12 females. The physical environment and the device to perform MOS

experiments were fixed. Specifically, all the subjects were required to accomplish

their evaluations in an indoor environment without any background light. The

device to show different tone-mapped results is a 27-inch LED display monitor475

with a spatial resolution of 3840×2160. In the test, two different tone-mapped

results are shown simultaneously. Subjects were capable of observing results in

a side-by-side display to compare them. Every time we showed two results to

subjects, and subjects were asked to make their decision by selecting “>”, “<”,

or “=”. We employed the pair comparison sorting (PCS) algorithm [55], which480

enables the option of “=” in the sorting to record the judgements of subjects.

After sorting, we could use a number to measure the quality of results. For 15

results of each testing image, the “15” value represents the best one and the

“1” value represents the worst one. Finally, the MOS scores were normalized

by dividing by the maximum score “15”. Thus, larger values indicate better485
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Table 1: TMQI comparisons.

HDR-Eye Anyhere Stanford-HDRI

ChiuTMO 0.7809 0.7713 0.8268

WardTMO 0.7344 0.7657 0.7531

LarsonTMO 0.8804 0.8735 0.9221

PattanaikTMO 0.7889 0.8003 0.8429

ReLocalTMO 0.8706 0.8757 0.9314

DurandTMO 0.8603 0.8415 0.9048

DragoTMO 0.8645 0.8545 0.9168

ReGlobalTMO 0.7151 0.7902 0.7565

QiuTMO 0.8790 0.8359 0.8868

MantiukTMO 0.8934 0.8869 0.9384

DuanTMO 0.8919 0.8454 0.9051

MaiTMO 0.8755 0.8678 0.9240

LiangTMO 0.9071 0.8658 0.9176

RanaTMO 0.8971 0.8762 0.9142

Ours 0.9335 0.9021 0.9223
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Table 2: Structure fidelity comparisons.

HDR-Eye Anyhere Stanford-HDRI

ChiuTMO 0.7627 0.6647 0.7743

WardTMO 0.6885 0.7650 0.7587

LarsonTMO 0.9098 0.8658 0.9432

PattanaikTMO 0.7280 0.7944 0.8588

ReLocalTMO 0.8663 0.8250 0.9188

DurandTMO 0.8532 0.7957 0.9033

DragoTMO 0.8654 0.8119 0.9024

ReGlobalTMO 0.6851 0.7936 0.7916

QiuTMO 0.8539 0.7946 0.8596

MantiukTMO 0.8933 0.8379 0.9334

DuanTMO 0.7839 0.7127 0.8411

MaiTMO 0.8917 0.8186 0.9058

LiangTMO 0.8562 0.7911 0.8893

RanaTMO 0.8593 0.7965 0.8686

Ours 0.8835 0.8076 0.8697
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Table 3: Naturalness comparisons.

HDR-Eye Anyhere Stanford-HDRI

ChiuTMO 0.1331 0.2376 0.3321

WardTMO 0.0563 0.0875 0.0416

LarsonTMO 0.4113 0.4363 0.5997

PattanaikTMO 0.2359 0.1847 0.2961

ReLocalTMO 0.4351 0.5248 0.6904

DurandTMO 0.3897 0.3790 0.5500

DragoTMO 0.4000 0.4275 0.6298

ReGlobalTMO 0.0073 0.1419 0.0296

QiuTMO 0.4615 0.5267 0.5763

MantiukTMO 0.5147 0.5653 0.7108

DuanTMO 0.6824 0.5163 0.6440

MaiTMO 0.4079 0.4898 0.6654

LiangTMO 0.6426 0.4961 0.6453

RanaTMO 0.5982 0.5242 0.7071

Ours 0.7947 0.7111 0.6585
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Table 4: BTMQI comparisons.

HDR-Eye Anyhere Stanford-HDRI

ChiuTMO 5.2022 4.4748 5.7201

WardTMO 5.7556 6.5371 6.6030

LarsonTMO 4.2183 3.7159 2.9550

PattanaikTMO 5.2914 6.7093 5.3405

ReLocalTMO 3.8296 3.4076 2.3616

DurandTMO 4.4725 4.8239 3.8175

DragoTMO 4.3174 3.8154 2.8858

ReGlobalTMO 5.6792 6.7526 6.0779

QiuTMO 4.4306 4.2144 4.2872

MantiukTMO 3.9458 3.6006 2.9530

DuanTMO 4.6207 3.6420 4.2287

MaiTMO 3.8984 3.6075 3.1046

LiangTMO 4.0784 3.2366 3.0262

RanaTMO 3.8313 3.6380 2.8840

Ours 3.2334 3.1608 2.9087
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Table 5: MOS comparisons.

HDR-Eye Anyhere Stanford-HDRI

ChiuTMO 0.2042 0.3417 0.2125

WardTMO 0.2000 0.1375 0.2708

LarsonTMO 0.4417 0.5042 0.5125

PattanaikTMO 0.1792 0.2000 0.2333

ReLocalTMO 0.6917 0.5208 0.6958

DurandTMO 0.4667 0.6500 0.4833

DragoTMO 0.7625 0.6333 0.6167

ReGlobalTMO 0.3750 0.1417 0.1667

QiuTMO 0.6833 0.7667 0.7458

MantiukTMO 0.6333 0.6875 0.6125

DuanTMO 0.4250 0.5875 0.5125

MaiTMO 0.5892 0.5875 0.7208

LiangTMO 0.7500 0.5750 0.8125

RanaTMO 0.6792 0.7875 0.5750

Ours 0.8567 0.8458 0.8375
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qualities, and vice versa. Table 5 illustrates the mean MOS scores of different

TMOs on each database, and the highest scores are highlighted in bold. We

can see that RASSDL TMO achieves the highest scores, demonstrating the

effectiveness and robustness of our method.

4.4. Statistical Significance490

Statistical significance is important in determining whether one method is

statistically distinguishable from another one. Tone mapping is a task with-

out ground truth, and thus, we apply paired-samples T-test to measure the

statistical significance. The results are shown in Fig. 16, Fig. 17, Fig. 18,

Fig. 19, Fig. 20, and Fig. 21, where competitors are sorted according to495

their mean scores. In these figures, an element of the array filled with “1”

means the method in its row statistically surpasses the one in its column. Oth-

erwise, the element is filled with “0”. As for the TMQI metric, our method

is significantly better than all the competitors on the HDR-Eye and Anyhere

databases, but is only significantly worse than MantiukTMO on the Stanford-500

HDRI database. For the BTMQI metric, our method is still significantly better

than all the competitors on the Anyhere database. On the HDR-Eye database,

our method can significantly surpass other methods except ReLocalTMO and

LiangTMO. On the Stanford-HDRI database, our method is only significantly

worse than ReLocalTMO, which is similar to LiangTMO, LarsonTMO, Man-505

tiukTMO, DragoTMO, and RanaTMO.

Figure 16: Statistical significance results of TMQI metric on the HDR-Eye database.
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Figure 17: Statistical significance results of TMQI metric on the Anyhere database.

Figure 18: Statistical significance results of TMQI metric on the Stanford-HDRI database.

Figure 19: Statistical significance results of BTMQI metric on the HDR-Eye database.

4.5. Comparison of Running Time

In Sec. 4.1, we introduce that our network is initialized by pre-training

with external data to improve the efficiency of online training effectively. In

this section, we performed the time comparisons to demonstrate the improved510

efficiency. We also compared the time consumed by our method with competitor

TMOs mentioned above. All the images in the HDR-Eye database have the

same size of 1920×1080, and thus, the HDR-Eye database is selected to perform
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Figure 20: Statistical significance results of BTMQI metric on the Anyhere database.

Figure 21: Statistical significance results of BTMQI metric on the Stanford-HDRI database.

time-comparison experiments. Our hardware platform is a machine with Intel

Xeon(R) W-2123 CPU, 32G RAM, and Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080Ti GPU.515

Some methods are implemented by pfstool software with C++ coding, some are

implemented by Matlab, and the others are implemented by PyTorch. The time

consumed and the details are shown in Table 6. Our method initialized by pre-

training can consume significantly less time than that initialized by standard

initialization. However, our method initialized by pre-training still needs to train520

the network online with self-data, and thus it still has to consume considerable

time surpassing other methods. For other methods, the running times are in the

same order of magnitude, except for the DurandTMO, which consumes almost

50 seconds because bilateral filter has considerable amounts of computation.
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Table 6: Comparison of running time.

time (seconds) code

ChiuTMO 5.49 Matlab

WardTMO 0.97 Matlab

LarsonTMO 1.37 Matlab

PattanaikTMO 3.34 C++

ReLocalTMO 3.32 C++

DurandTMO 49.12 C++

DragoTMO 2.38 C++

ReGlobalTMO 3.36 C++

QiuTMO 3.02 Matlab

MantiukTMO 2.91 C++

DuanTMO 4.83 Matlab

MaiTMO 2.03 C++

LiangTMO 6.51 Matlab

RanaTMO 2.57 PyTorch

Ours (standard initialization) 181.81 PyTorch

Ours (initialized by pre-training) 58.83 PyTorch
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5. Ablation Study525

5.1. Effect of Adaptive Parameter

We performed the experiments by fixing the α value to be comparisons

to prove the effectiveness of adaptive parameter α in the loss function. The

maximum α value is set to 0.7 in our method, and we uniformly selected eight

fixed α values from the range of [0, 0.7]. An example is shown in Fig. 22, and530

two local areas are enlarged to highlight in blue and green boxes. Fig. 22 (a)

to 22 (h) show that as parameter α becomes larger, more local contrasts are

enhanced in the image. However, not all local areas of the image need to be

enhanced in detail. For example, a large α value would over-enhance the floor

area and make it looks unnatural, as shown in the green boxes of Fig. 22 (g)535

and (h). On the contrary, some local areas with rich details require considerable

enhancement, such as the area in the blue boxes of Fig. 22. For these areas,

a small α value cannot preserve details well as shown in Fig. 22 (a) and (b).

Hence, a fixed α value is not the best solution, and we design an approach to

adaptively calculate α value for different local areas in this paper. The result540

of the adaptive parameter is illustrated in Fig. 22 (i). We can see that the

adaptive α not only maintains the smoothness of the floor area in the green box

but also well preserves the details of the area in the blue box. The comparison

demonstrates the superiority of adaptive parameters.

5.2. Effect of Initialization by Pre-Training with Different Sets545

In most of the above experiments, we initialized the model by pre-training

with the Fairchild database to improve the efficiency of testing. However, pre-

training with different datasets may influence the performance of the model.

Thus, to compare the effects of different sets used for pre-training, we initialized

the network by pre-training the model with the other three databases. These550

experiments provide a k-fold validation with the different sets used for pre-

training. We also generated the results through online training with standard

initialization. The comparison of the TMQI metric is illustrated in Table 7. The
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 22: A visual comparison of different parameter α. (a) α = 0, (b) α = 0.1, (c) α = 0.2,

(d) α = 0.3, (e) α = 0.4. (f) α = 0.5. (g) α = 0.6. (h) α = 0.7, (i) Adaptive α based on the

information content of different local areas.
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Table 7: TMQI comparison of different initialization.

Initialization Fairchild HDR-Eye Anyhere Stanford-HDRI

pre-training

with Fairchild
- 0.9335 0.9021 0.9223

pre-training

with HDR-Eye
0.8904 - 0.9035 0.9216

pre-training

with Anyhere
0.8881 0.9321 - 0.9197

pre-training

with Stanford-HDRI
0.8857 0.9303 0.8973 -

standard initialization 0.8875 0.9297 0.9007 0.9212

different results of the same database have similar TMQI scores, which demon-

strate limited effect in the quantitative comparison. The model can provide555

stable results despite being initialized by pre-training with different databases.

We also show an example of the Fairchild database in Fig. 23. The figure shows

that limited difference can be found between these four results. The TMQI and

visual comparisons demonstrate that initialization by pre-training with different

databases has limited effects on the final results. The results are determined560

mainly by internal data of testing images, while initialization by pre-training

helps to reduce the consumed time of our method.

5.3. Effect of Initialization by Pre-Training with Different Amounts of Data

We performed the experiments to explore the effects of initialization by pre-

training with different amounts of data. Similar to the experiments in Sec. 4.5,565

we also selected the HDR-Eye database to be tested. We also selected pre-

training data from the Fairchild database. In the experiments, we recorded the

testing time and the quality of the final results. Fig. 24 shows the mean con-

sumed times of testing and the mean TMQI scores of the HDR-Eye database

and fitted curve by polynomial regression. We can see that the consumed time570

decreases as the pre-training data increases until the number of pre-training im-
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 23: Visual comparison of different initialization. (a) Initialization by pre-training with

the HDR-Eye database. (b) Initialization by pre-training with the Anyhere database. (c)

Initialization by pre-training with the Stanford-HDRI database. (d) Standard initialization.

Figure 24: Comparisons between the different amounts of data used for pre-training.
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ages increases to more than 40. In comparison, the TMQI scores are maintained

at about 0.93 and no large changes were observed with the different amount of

pre-training data. In conclusion, initialization by pre-training with sufficient

data can significantly improve the efficiency of testing, and has little influence575

on the effects of final results.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we present a TMO based on RASSDL, where the learning

target adapts automatically to the local image regions based on relative en-

tropy. In this way, we can achieve an appropriate balance between preserving580

the naturalness and visibility of fine details. Finally, the experiments on multi-

ple HDR image databases demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the

proposed algorithm. In the future, we plan to extend this work in the follow-

ing two aspects. The first is to combine LM and HEM in a non-linear way.

Because the linear combination can be viewed as a specific situation of the non-585

linear combination, a non-linear combination of LM and HEM may be able to

control the degree of details enhancement more adaptively. The second is to

explore a new way of calculating the adaptive parameter, e.g., according to the

semantic information of local areas, which is more consistent with human visual

perception.590
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